In a post last week, we provided an analysis of the price of corn that could result in retail E85 prices being breakeven with E10 prices based on the relative energy value of the two fuels. In that analysis, the price of ethanol was assumed to be at a level that would allow ethanol producers to cover all costs of production for a given price of corn. That breakeven price relationship was estimated as follows:

\[
\text{Breakeven corn price} = 2.65 \times \text{E10 price} - \$5.04
\]

The analysis purposely did not include the price of ethanol (D6) Renewable Identification Numbers (RINs) in the calculation of breakeven prices. The implicit objective was to identify breakeven prices for corn in the absence of a RINs market in order to assess the likelihood that market prices of corn could make E85 competitive in the absence of RINs credits. We concluded that at current retail fuel prices, cash corn prices are currently too high for E85 to be profitably priced relative to E10. However, prices for corn at harvest of the new crop were near a breakeven level.

Here we extend the breakeven analysis to include the D6 RINs market. The price of D6 RINs is important in the analysis because those RINs can be sold by parties who own or become owners of RINs. Under RFS2, for example, non-obligated parties who blend ethanol and obligated parties who blend ethanol in excess of mandated levels become long RINs. The selling price of RINs, then, can potentially augment the breakeven retail selling price of E85 for some participants in the gasoline supply chain, meaning that a higher price can be paid for ethanol (and corn). In essence, the RIN value can be used by blenders who are long RINs to support a higher price paid for ethanol (and implicitly corn) and still offer E85 to consumers at its relative energy value.

The breakeven analysis is based on the following relationships and assumptions:

1) On average, E85 contains 74 percent E100 (100 percent ethanol) and 26 percent CBOB (conventional blendstock for oxygenate blending) so that each gallon of E85 generates .74 RINs,

2) E85 has 77 percent of the energy value of E10 so the breakeven retail price of E85 is 77 percent of the retail E10 price,

3) The E10 retail price is equal to the wholesale CBOB price plus $0.75 per gallon and the E85 wholesale-retail price spread is also $0.75 per gallon,

4) The difference between wholesale ethanol prices (Chicago) and Iowa ethanol plant prices is $0.07 per gallon, and
5) The breakeven price of corn production varies with the plant price of ethanol and is calculated with an updated version of an earlier model of a representative Iowa ethanol plant, giving credit for the value of distiller’s grains and corn oil produced.

For this analysis, we use the following prices, which are near the market values at the end of the first week of June:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Midwest Wholesale CBOB</td>
<td>$3.50/gal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest wholesale E100</td>
<td>$2.67/gal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6 RIN</td>
<td>$0.95/gal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corn, Iowa ethanol plant</td>
<td>$7.17/bu.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With a wholesale CBOB price of $3.50 and therefore a retail E10 price of $4.25, the energy equivalent breakeven price for E85 at the retail level is $3.27 = (0.77 X $4.25). Given the current wholesale prices of CBOB and E100, the retail price of E85 would be $3.64 = [(0.74 X $2.67 + 0.26 X $3.50) + $0.75], well above the energy equivalent breakeven price. Without the ability to augment the energy equivalent breakeven retail price of $3.27 by at least $0.37 per gallon ($3.64-$3.27), E85 could not be priced competitively with E10.

Each gallon of E85 blended, however, generates 0.74 RINs priced at $0.95. If the blender is long RINs (RIN not needed to meet RFS2), each gallon of E85 blended would generate RINs sales valued at $0.70 (0.74 X 0.95). That value is more than large enough to allow E85 to be priced at its energy equivalent value. The current price of corn is also below the breakeven price for covering all ethanol production costs at the current price of ethanol, distillers’ grains, and corn oil.

The ability for retailers to profitably price E85 at its energy equivalent value and for ethanol producers to cover all costs of production in the future depends on the wholesale price of ethanol, the price of D6 RINs, and the retail price of E10 (wholesale CBOB + $0.75), and the price of corn, all of which are subject to change. There are a large number of combinations of prices that make E85 work. These combinations are illustrated in Figures 1 through 5. In each figure, the price of one product is fixed at the current price and the combination of breakeven prices for two other products is shown. Please note that RINs prices in the figures are not adjusted for the assumed yield of RINs per gallon of E85 (0.74).

Figure 1, shows the combination of breakeven wholesale ethanol and retail E10 prices with D6 RINs prices fixed at the current level of $0.95. With retail E10 prices at the current level of $4.25, the breakeven ethanol price is $3.13. The * in the Figure indicates that the current price of ethanol of $2.67 is below that breakeven price by a substantial margin.

Figure 2, shows the combination of breakeven corn and retail E10 prices with D6 RINs prices fixed at the current level of $0.95. With retail E10 prices at the current level of $4.25, the breakeven ethanol price is $3.13. The * in the Figure indicates that the current price of ethanol of $2.67 is below that breakeven price by a substantial margin.

Figure 3 shows the combination of breakeven retail E10 and D6 RINs prices with wholesale ethanol prices fixed at the current level of $2.67. With E10 prices at the current level of $4.25, the breakeven price of D6 RINs is $0.49. Again, the * indicates that RINs prices are currently well above that breakeven price.

Figure 4, shows the combination of breakeven prices for wholesale ethanol and D6 RINs with the retail E10 price fixed at the current level of $4.25. That relationship shows that with ethanol prices at $2.67, the
The breakeven price of D6 RINs is $0.75, with the * indicating that RINs prices are currently above the breakeven price.

Figure 1. Breakeven E85 Combinations of Ethanol Price at Chicago and Midwest Retail E10 Price given a D6 Ethanol RINs Price of $0.95 per Gallon

Figure 2. Breakeven E85 Combinations of Corn Price at Iowa Ethanol Plants and Midwest Retail E10 Price given a D6 Ethanol RINs Price of $0.95 per Gallon
Figure 3. Break-even E85 combinations of D6 ethanol RINs price and Midwest retail E10 price given an ethanol price at Chicago of $2.67 per gallon.

Figure 4. Break-even E85 combinations of D6 ethanol RINs price and ethanol price at Chicago given a Midwest retail E10 price of $4.25 per gallon.
Finally, Figure 5 shows the combination of breakeven D6 RINS prices and corn prices with the retail E10 prices fixed at the current level of $4.25. At the current price of corn of $7.17, the breakeven price of D6 RINs is $0.51, below the current price indicated by the *.

### Implications

Based on current D6 RINs prices, wholesale ethanol prices, and retail E10 prices, pricing E85 at its energy value relative to E10 and selling RINs should provide a positive margin for blenders who are naturally long D6 RINs. This includes blending by non-obligated parties and discretionary blending by obligated parties. The margin provided by RINs is also rather substantial at the present time, with the RINs price about $0.45 per gallon (or $0.33 after adjusting for RINs generation per gallon of E85) higher than needed for breakeven E85 pricing. It should also be noted that there is considerable uncertainty at the present time about the magnitude of E85 usage needed to potentially meet the RFS in the next several years. The EPA has some flexibility in how it may implement the RFS mandates and this will have a direct bearing on RINs values and the incentives for E85 blending and consumption.

Finally, under the scenario analyzed here, there should be competitive pressures forcing E85 and E10 prices in line with relative energy value and consumption of E85 expanding. Next week, we will take a look at the available evidence on these two issues.
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